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FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK 
Another year is over, the 60th year for North Shore Sporting Car Club and we head into 
2013 with some great news and some good prospects for staging some great events 
and expanding the club membership.

We are planning on staging a celebration of the Clubs 60th anniversary sometime in 
May at a special venue on the North Shore to be advised.  We would have like to have 
staged something in 2012 but time ran away and things have just been so busy and 
hectic for all of us that we decided not to try and stage something in the busy lead up to 
Christmas instead looking for some clear air and more time to plan around the middle 
of our 61st year.  

If you know of any of 'old' members of the club and particularly if you know of any 
who have old rally or race cars that may have been used in NSSCC events in the 50s, 
60s, 70s, 80s or 90s then let please let us know as these will form an important part of 
the celebration on the night and we would love to have lots of old members there to 
reminisce and remember the good times at NSSCC.

Some great news in the past week or so is that NSSCC is now clear to run khanacross 
events at Sydney International Dragway and before you start wondering how we will 
run khanas on the drag strip, let me assure you that is not going to happen. The events 
are being planned on the extensive car parking areas at the southern end of the Drag 
complex and will provide enormous variety and fun for both beginners and more 
experienced competitors.  The Dragway of course is located right behind Sydney 
Motor Sport Park (formerly known as Eastern Creek Raceway) and is virtually right in 
the middle of Sydney geographically adjacent to the M4 so it is super easy to get to.  
We are currently looking at dates for 2013 and will have a program shortly.

As well as khanas we are hoping to run some rallysprints at the complex but for this we 
must wait on a Dept of Sport and Rec approval and a CAMS track inspection, which 
will hopefully come early in the New Year. We will keep you posted as soon as we 
know more.

The club has applied for and been granted a round of the 2013 NSW State Rally 
Championships at Batemans Bay and Col Fletcher will hopefully again be running the 
event as Clerk of Course. While we ran it in a joint venture with Brindabella in 2012 it 
will be our own event next year and we are looking to broaden the sponsorship support 
for the event with local business in Batemans Bay and with our naming rights sponsor 
from 2012 Kumho Tyres. 

 Don't forget if you are looking for tyres for competition go along and see club member 
John Mills at F Sport in Arndell Park for a great deal on Kumho rally and race rubber 
and also there is an entire range of Kumho tyres for your road car or SUV.

We have also applied for some government grants to help stage the Rally of the Bay 
and areawaiting the appraisal and decisions at the moment, if we pull that off we will 
have a seriously well-fundedrally that will I believe be the envy of many ARC rounds.
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2013 will also be the year Australia gets a round of the World Rally Championships back with Rally Australia on 
again at Coffs Harbour. It would be great if the club could run some controls at theevent and for members to get 
involved. Discussions are taking place at the moment about the club possibly running a promotional stage in 
Sydney the week before the rally. More on that later.

Finally a great day was had by all of the small field of competitors who headed up to Hampton on 11th November 
11 to contest the final khana of the year. Congrats to Jake Elven who won the day in the VW Buggy ahead of Steve 
Muller's Golf TSi and Jake's younger brother Zac who piloted the Buggy into third spot making it an all VW 
podium! Thanks to Howard for running the event, Lyndsay Atkinson for being stand in secretary and to all our 
officials, Doug and Pam as well as Janice and Lynn who stood out in the dust clicking the stop watches and 
recording the times, great job guys and thanks a million.

Look forward to seeing you at our December meeting if not in the New Year. Have a great Christmas and drive 
safely.

Jon Thomson 
President 
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North Shore Sporting Car Club  Members and Friends,

Our Treasurer of 10 years or so, Robert Edwards has recently
resigned from the position and has now also

resigned as a director of the club.

We firstly would like to thank Rob for all the work, effort and
time he has given the club over such a long period of time.

We greatly appreciate your contribution.

Secondly, we will be looking for a replacement
treasurer to take over this position.

It is not an onerous task it is merely a matter of 
overseeing the accounts and reporting regularly to the
committee as well as being the payment gatekeeper.

It would be helpful if you have had some experience
in bookkeeping or a financial background although not essential.

If anyone has an interest in taking on the position,
please reply by email to

with your experience.

Thank you,
The NSSCC Committee

secretary@nsscc.com.au
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PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL
LABELS & STICKERS
BUSINESS STATIONERY

FREE NATIONAL DELIVERY
OBLIGATION FREE QUOTATION
PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE

SAMPLES AVAILABLE
0410 892 292
sales@ppprinting.com.au

LANDSCAPE OPTIONS

Landscape Outer Option 1

Landscape Inner Option 1

Landscape Outer Option 2

Landscape Inner Option 2

PORTRAIT OPTIONS

Portrait Outer Option 1

Portrait Inner Option 1

Portrait Outer Option 2

Portrait Inner Option 2

Below are links to two styles of Christmas Cards

 You can chose either Portrait or Landscape with two options for both the Inner and Outer of each.

All options are completely customizable to suit your special message

All artwork and delivery to one address is included in price.

Artwork includes a proof before the final print ready pdf will be supplied for approval.

Cards are printed on 250gsm Gloss, CMYK 2 Sides, folded to DL.

To Order, email your preferred artwork(Inner and Outer), your message, logo and company details to:

You will receive a reply email with and/or proof within 36  hours.

Turnaround time for delivery is 5 Business Days Nation Wide after confirmation of artwork, 

sales@ppprinting.com.au

Offset Card PricesDigital Card Prices:
1000

500 425$

485$ 2000
1500

625
550$

$100
50 280$

395$

CHRISTMAS CARDS
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A top flight field of 50 Rally cars made the journey to the Silver Fern Rally in New Zealand 2012. This international / nation event is 
thheld every two (2) years and for the first time it was held in the North Island starting in Auckland on 10  November and finishing 7 

thdays later on the 17  November 2012 in Hamilton. The event was a blind rally. We were Car No 56. 

The Countries that were represented were:

 

The rally comprised of approximately 1200 km of special stages which totalled 
43 Special Stages and 1900 km of touring.

Overnight stops were at Rotorua, Gisborne, Napier, Palmerston North, 
Ohakune, Taupo, and finishing in Hamilton.

th8  November 2012
thEd Mulligan and I arrived in NZ on the 8  November hoping to possibly get some 

testing done prior to the rally. No matter how hard we tried, testing did not 
eventuate as the car was still in Christ Church and would not be in Auckland until 
the following day. We had to settle for a few laps on Auckland's highways to get a 
feel for the car when it did finally arrive. 

th9  November 2012
Documentation etc. was the order of the day and also a spot of viewing some rally cars been put through their paces. We also 
made plans to catch up with Peggy Bourne-Mitchell for lunch. Racing around all morning made time fly buy and before we knew 
it, it was time to meet up with Peggy. 

Lunch with Peggy was sensational. It was as if we had been friends for years. She 
was extremely pleasant and spoke about the old times with Possum and the rally 
team. Ed had known Peggy for many years so they chatted as if it were only 
yesterday, even though they had not communicated for some time. We also had 
the opportunity to meet her husband Mark Mitchell who is in politics in NZ. 

th10  November 2012
The ceremonial start was the order of the day with cars put on show in the heart of 
Auckland.

Ed caught up with a few familiar faces and socialised as he only knows how.

th11  November 2012
The cars hit the forest tracks heading for Rotorua. We played it safe today, we still have another 6 days to go and reliability 
is the key. Just having a play for the time being and then we thought we will open up and show the Kiwis etc. what Aussies 
can do. Great roads here in NZ which can be tricky. Lots of cars got caught out today especially the UK cars that are not use 
to the Kiwi roads. Tomorrow's another day so we will see how the day transpires. They have a website 

 which is always up to date. They also send our times directly to our mbl's so we get our 
placing first hand. Our position in class is 4th outright and position overall is 12 overall with all the international drivers so not 
bad since we are just getting use to the car. 

Watch this space. 

Cheers Nigel. 

http://www.chrissport.co.nz/

SILVER FERN
RALLY OF NEW ZEALAND 2012

New Zealand
Australia 
United Kingdom
Germany

Belgium
Luxembourg
United States

33
7
6
1

1
1
1
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th12  November 2012
Good evening all, not so good today with mechanical problems plaguing us for most of the day. Blew a clutch master 
cylinder in the first stage of the day but still completed the first 3 stages by limping through. Service crew pulled out the gear 
box and repaired it within the hour but we ran out of late time meaning we had to temporarily withdraw from the rally and 
then re-join missing one stage. That forced our time in an area of no return for the day.  Tomorrow is another day so 
hopefully better news on the horizon. We still have another 5 days to go and reliability is definitely the key. Great roads and 
scenery which helps ease the disappointment.  That website  is great. Our position in 
class is now 10th outright and position overall is 24th overall.

Watch this space. "IT'S NOT OVER YET". 

Cheers Nigel. 
Sent via BlackBerry® from Vodafone

th13  November 2012
Good evening all, a great day today with mechanical problems a 
thing of the past. Heavy rain was the order of the day so lots of 
mud and dirt everywhere. Roads extremely slippery with clay 
base for most of the stages. Our fastest speed today was 182km 
and even at that speed we still only got 3rd fastest but what can 
I say, it was a wild ride. Tomorrow is another day so hopefully 
better news again on the horizon. We still have another 4 days 
to go and reliability and staying on the road is definitely the key.  
That website  is has all the 
results so check it out.  Our position in class is now 3rd for the 
day. but still around 9th outright due to yesterday's fiasco and 
position overall is 14th overall.

Watch this space. "IT'S NOT OVER YET". 

Cheers Nigel. 
Sent via BlackBerry® from Vodafone

th14  November 2012
Good evening all, another great day today. We had all weather conditions today from summer to winter & back again. Snow 
can be seen in the mountains with the cold wind keeping temps below 10 degrees for most of the morning. Most teams 
stepped up the challenge as today marks the halfway mark with 3 more days of rallying. Special Stage 26 which was a 
26km stage proved costly for the front runners. We were car 12 on road and by the time we finished the stage, 4 cars had 
either rolled or went off road due to the conditions. I believe cars behind us had similar issues.  Roads extremely challenging  
with a combination of clay mud and gravel all mixed into a day where it was every man for themselves. Our fastest speed 
today was 183km. Tomorrow is another day so hopefully better news once again on the horizon. We still have another 3 
days to go and reliability and staying on the road is definitely the key.  That website is has 
all the results so check it out.  Our position in class is now 2nd for the day but still around 8th outright due to our earlier 
mechanical problems. Earlier in the week. For those of you that do not know we are also part of a team consisting of 3 cars 
namely cars 11, & 19 both driven by UK drivers.   

Watch this space. "IT'S NOT OVER YET". 

Cheers Nigel. 
Sent via BlackBerry® from Vodafone

http://www.chrissport.co.nz/

http://www.chrissport.co.nz/

http://www.chrissport.co.nz/
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th15  November 2012
Good evening all, well what can I say but another great day today. We had once again all weather conditions today and 
tonight we are staying in Ohakune which is equivalent to the Snowy Mountains but colder. Everything in this town is about 
snow so most hotels are called chalets and accommodate the snow season when the population goes from 2,000 to 25,000.  
Once again the pace was picked up so now reliability has been replaced with carnage and didn't we have that today. We 
had 2 stage wins but lost in the last stage when sheep crossed into our path on a competitive stage. All in all no lamb chops 
tonight. 2 big days of rallying lie ahead and the lead is continually changing. Tomorrow is another day so hopefully better 
news once again on the horizon. Our position in class is still 2nd for the day but still around 5th outright due to our earlier 
mechanical problems. Earlier in the week.                                     

Watch this space. "IT'S NOT OVER YET". 

Cheers Nigel. 
Sent via BlackBerry® from Vodafone

th16  November 2012
Good evening all, well what can I say but another great day today. This 
will be a very short update but just let you know we have moved into 3rd 
place sitting 16 minutes behind the leader with one (1) day to go. Ed & I 
have discussed our game plan for tomorrow and let it be noted that it will 
be on for young and old. The service crew have gone through the entire 
car tonight tightening up anything that could cause us grief. Everything 
that needed to be replaced has been replaced. Our earlier mechanical 
problems cost us 45minutes so in theory we should be . Be leading by 29 
minutes.                                     

Watch this space. "IT'S NOT OVER YET". 

Cheers Nigel. 
Sent via BlackBerry® from Vodafone

th17  November 2012
Good evening all, well now "IT IS OVER". well what can I say but The 
Silver Fern Rally has been run & won, and YES we came 1st by a 
mere 27 seconds after 7 days of rallying. 1st in Class as well 1st 
overall. Got to be happy with that in our first international event. It 
was a hard fought battle all day with heavy rain & fog persisting for 
the main part of the day. As mentioned yesterday we were on a 
mission and that mission has paid off. I mentioned in our earlier 
updates that we wanted to show the international cars what us 
Aussies can, do and now they are watching. Yee Haa... So our first 
international event with a win is now something we can tick off the 
bucket list.  For live updates  That 
website has all the results so 
check it out.                                       

Cheers Nigel.
Sent via BlackBerry® from Vodafone

http://www.chrissport.co.nz/
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PIRELLI WORLD RALLYING 33
2010-2011

DESCRIPTION:

Martin Holmes' World Rallying annuals, for the 24th time with the support of Pirelli, are recognised as the 
leading books on international rallying in the world.  Previous editions have established this annual as the 
leading reference book of the sport, used by the industry, journalists and rally fans all over the world.

Centred on the 2010 World Rally Championships, there is also coverage of the IRC, European, Asia-
Pacific, Middle East and African regional championships, and many national championships around the 
world.  All the features are illustrated comprehensively, primarily by Maurice Selden's photography.

The book also gives a unique appendix of results of all the major national rally championships round the 
world.

FEATURES:  

FOREWORD by 2007 Formula 1 World Drivers Champion Kimi Raikkonen, Jan Kopecky Skoda's national 
driver tells the story of his career, PETTER SOLBERG WORLD RALLY TEAM The team who dared to 
challenge the establishment teams, LEGENDS STILL ALIVE Ford Escort classic competition,  WORLD 
RALLY CARS OF THE FUTURE explained by FIA Technical department chief Jacques Berger, SPA-
SOFIA-LIEGE Stories from one of rallying's most amazing events, SINGLE-TYRE SUPPLIER reflections 
from Pirelli, PIRELLI STAR DRIVER how the Class of 2010 fared and the newly inaugurated WRC RALLY 
ACADEMY IN 2011.

AUTHOR:  

Martin Holmes has been writing books, preparing reports and supplying rallying information and 
photographs to magazines and the industry in all six continents since the World Series started in 1973.

TO BUY CONTACT:

Greg Yard at Simpson Safety on ph. 9545 6662 or mob. 0407 108 103 or by email at 
  Cost is $54 plus $5 postage and tell him you are from NSSCCsales@simpsonraceproducts.com.au

 
ISBN: 978 0 9545433 9 6 

  

AUTHOR: Martin Holmes 

PUBLISHER: Martin Holmes Rallying 

PUBLICATION 
DATE: 

25 November 2010 

SUBJECT: Sport (Motor Sport) 

BIC CODE: WSPG 

SPECIFICATIONS: HB     196 pages 
275 mm x 210 mm 
4 colour cover 
Over 400 illustrations, 
13 maps 
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Simpson Safety is now a sponsor of  NSSCC Wheelspin so support the companies that support us  by 
subscribing to their publication.

Out now with all the regular features of  'the 
bible' of  world rallying!
Forwarded by Petter Solberg, the now popular 
privateer this edition also features the Golden 
Age of  Italian Rallying by Abarth's former 
chief  engineer, Rallying in the New World – 
Brazilian style, Erik Carlsson who changed 
the image of  Saab, Next Generation Cars on 
the development of  the Ford Fiesta Super 
2000 and more.
Included in the run down of  the 2009 WRC 
season of  course is Martin's report on our 
own first ever East coast WRC event filled 
with drama from beginning to end !

To secure your copy, again for our loyal mail 
order people the all inclusive price has 
been reduced to $63 thanks to our strong 
Australian Dollar. All payment methods are 
accepted and contact me for Direct Debit 
details if  you prefer this option. Every 
effort will be made to deliver for 
Christmas !

All the best for xmas and have a happy, 
safe New Year. Kind regards, Greg Yard

NAME:

ADDRESS:

Card # :

Expiry :                                         Phone :

SIMPSON SAFETY EQUIPMENT AUSTRALIA
IMPORTERS AND DISTRIBUTORS for over 20 years
PO Box 91, Jannali, NSW 2226
p. 02 9545 6662
c. 0407 108 103
e. sales@simpsonraceproducts.com.au

PIRELLI WORLD RALLYING 32
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Molly Taylor
Raffle

Would you like to win a trip to the 2013 Monaco F1 Grand Prix ?

And view the race aboard a Super Yacht moored in Monaco Harbour?

Would you like to spend four days driving Supercars around the Swiss, Italian & French Alps?

If so, the AMSF Ultimate European Supercar & F1 Raffle is for you!  Prize Value $25,000 AUD

The Australian Motor Sport Foundation is proud to throw it's support behind a fundraising program for AMSF 
International Rising Star, Molly Taylor. 

By purchasing tickets to win The Ultimate Driving Tour you will be assisting the young Australian rally driver 
to further her rally career in Europe and the World Rally Championship.

Raffle Ticket purchase includes automatic membership to the Molly Taylor Supporters club.

Raffle Prize includes:

o Return BUSINESS CLASS travel to Switzerland 

o 4 days of YOU driving SPECTACULAR, THOROUGHBRED SUPERCARS through the most 
famous routes in the Swiss, Italian and French Alps!!

o 7 nights accommodation

o Grand Prix of Monaco ull corporate hospitality aboard a Super Yacht in the Monte 
Carlo Marina, including all meals and drinks

Ticket Cost: $100 AUD  (approx 66.45 GBP as at 21 July 2012)

The 2012 Ultimate Driving Tour included the stunning Lamborghini Aventador and the Gallardo LP560, the 
gorgeous Audi R8 V10, Ferrari 458 talia and The Mercedes SLS to name a few
The 2013 tour will be more of the same, plus some NEW models coming through. 
Lambo v's Ferrari on the stunning Stelvio Pass?  YES PLEASE!
To view a full day by day itinerary of The Ultimate Driving Tour go to:  

Tickets are available on-line at .       Don't want to purchase on-line? 
Then send an email to: 

With best wishes from

The Team at Molly Taylor Motorsport

...f

 

I ....

 
http://mollytaylor.com.au/proposed-

itinerary-2013
http://www.mollytaylor.com.au/raffle

raffle@mollytaylor.com.au
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And what awesome stages they were, the team performed 

flawlessly and enjoyed the great stages, although as at 

Oberon the torque didn't seem to be there sometimes.  The 

guys enjoyed a class lead by minutes and were up there in 

the outright 2WD class, and securing the outright 

Clubman win for the ACT series over the short section of 

the event.

Until...Bang!  2km from the end of the second last stage of 

the day, the reason for the lack of torque was discovered 

and the engine decided to expel one of its connecting rods 

out the side of the block, igniting the oil that went with it.  

Luckily the fire was put out and the only victim was Ray's 

jumper that got a little close to the burning tunnel, burning 

a nice hole in it.

A disappointing DNF when the class and NSW 2WD win 

seemed in the bag.

Luckily a 

new engine 

was found 

due to the 

help of 

Stew and 

Tim at SW 

Motorsport 

and the 

work began.  

The close 

proximity of the next event at Myall however meant that it 

would not be ready in time.  Luckily for the team the 

event was called off last minute due to some shocking 

weather, so the loss in points wasn't felt.

Off to the new and Improved Batemans Bay event, 

looking forward to some classic stages and an event that 

promised to have a real buzz about it.  Col and the team 

put together a great event, and the media event before was 

a great chance to get used to the new engine.  One lucky 

prize winner got a little more than they bargained for 

when a suspension failure meant that a rear wheel came 
rdfree halfway around a 3  gear corner; 1% skill and 99% 

luck meant the car didn't end up in the scenery.

With a very hot and cold 2011 behind it which included a 
st1  2WD at Myall Stages and a DNF roll at Bathurst, 

Maxcrest Rallysport were all geared up for a better 2012.  

The program for the year included all rounds of the NSW 

State series and ACT series, aiming to take out the NSW 

2WD Championship and the ACT Clubman 

Championship.

The year began with a preseason testing event in the form 

of the NDDC Rallyblast Oberon pace noted event.  Due to 

a clash with an ARC round, normal co-driver Ray Baker 

was unavailable and Russell Hannah stepped into the silly 

seat for the event.  The Oberon roads were as expected 

and rewarded tidy lines, especially in the monster 40km 

test.  The Dunlop tires performed flawlessly as the team 

did not suffer a puncture, some others suffering 4 over the 

course of the event!

Apart from lost time due to some gear linkage issues, the 
ndteam finished a solid 2  2WD and first in class.  The car 

seemed set to go for another year albeit with an engine 

that seemed a little sluggish up hills...A sign of things to 

come.

Off to Bega Valley Rally, for what was now the first round 

of the NSW Championship as well as a round of the ACT 

Series.  Ray was back in the left seat and for Darren this 

was the first time competing in Bega since 2003 as a 

navigator.  This year's “Bega”, now based in Eden, 

promised some interesting roads, with the famous shire 

stages being replaced by some new stages further south, 

over the border into Victoria.
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The team pushed hard on the first day, setting some hot 

times and finishing with the outright 2WD victory for the 
thNSW section as well as 5  outright, and yes even 

knocking Mark's Honda off on both runs through the 

Gentle Annie stage!

The second day was that of consolidation, with the 

gearbox starting to play up, the crew drove sensibly to the 

end at a good pace, securing the NSW 2WD victory for 

the weekend and a massive haul of points for the 

championship.  Also, fortunes from Bega were reversed 

and the Drake brothers in their Escort DNF'd on the first 

day with a roll...With a massive effort they came back for 

the second day, but it meant that Maxcrest got a point 

ahead in the NSW 2WD Championship.  Coffs couldn't 

have gone better!

With the damage to the Escort being too great to enter, the 

final round of the NSW series in Tumut was uncontested; 

the team deciding to save the car for the final round of the 

ACT series.  With that somewhat anticlimax to the season, 

Maxcrest secured the NSW 2WD Championship.  
rdFurthermore the massive result at Coffs lead to 3  

Outright in the NSW Championship.

But luckily the crew from Cardiff Bodyshop were still on 

the way, so a replacement part was sourced from JapParts 

in Newcastle and the car was all ready to race by the 

morning.

An ignition problem meant that 6 minutes was lost on the 

first stage, so the guys were fighting back all day after this 

point.  The new engine was a dream though, with an 

estimated 20% power increase from the old one.  The 
thteam were wrapped with a 8  outright fastest time on the 

thfamous River Road and the Barkshed stage was mostly 4  
thand 5  gears the whole way.

In the end the crew finished with a reasonable result, 

fighting back the 6 minutes to finish on top of the ACT 

Clubman points and gaining some valuable points for 

NSW as well.  Getting interviewed by Dunko at the end of 

the last stage was also a buzz.

The Coffs Coast ARC was the next event, and counted for 

two rounds in the NSW Championship.  Not only that, the 

team was excited about being able to compare times to the 

front running ARC 2WD cars.  The goals for the event: 

Get maximum points and beat Mark Pedder on a stage 

Julie Boorman kindly sat in for Ray for the event, and 

both she and Darren were excited about the two days 

ahead writing some great notes on recce and sighting 

some great roads, common with the WRC event.
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Off to Canberra for the final round of the ACT 

Championship with Russell Hannah back in the left seat 

again.  The Safari is renowned as a car breaker and this 

year was no exception, the pressure was on to finish as 

this would secure the ACT Clubman Championship.  

Almost 50% of the field retired, and the team limped 
ndhome, first losing 2  gear, then the clutch failing, finally 

getting through the final stage and transport section stuck 
rdin 3  gear.

thThe very modest result of 16  outright was enough to 

scrape some points together for the ACT Clubman 

Championship as well as a second place in the ACT Silver 

Cup.

So 2012 was quite a year and the whole team is ecstatic 

with the results achieved.  The whole team pitched in 

massively  and the results couldn't be possible without the 

support of the ever growing list on the “C-Pillar of Fame”!

Darren would like to the thank the following people for 

their help and support this season, none of the results 

would be possible without them...

 Ingrid for your unwavering love and support Ray,

Julie and Russell for pointing me in the right

direction

 Arthur, Alex and the whole crew from Cardiff

Bodyshop for servicing all year

 Paul Bray for your coaching and pep talks

 Ian at Design Quintessence

 Tony and Greg at Chameleon Touring Systems

 EZ at Show Technology 

 Stew, Tim and Bill at SW Motorsport

 Shannon at Belmont Radiators

 Pete at Road and Race Rydalmere

 Jack Whiteman and the team at Jap Parts

Newcastle

 Craig Stallard and the crew at Carline Gladesville

 Frank at Pitstop Motors Summer Hill

 Pierre and the guys at AS Motors Summer Hill

 Peter at Penrith Light and Sound

 Dad and Mia

 Doug Wright

 Sean Creegan

 ...And a massive thanks to all officials, controlees,

organisers, helpers, spectators and all involved

with putting events on this year.

To anyone else that helped with the team or

cheered us along this year, thank you very much!
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Committee Members 

President:  

E-mail:           president@nsscc.com.au 

Ph:

Jon Thomson

     

Vice President:  

Email:             vicepresident@nsscc.com.au 

Ph:   

Brett Middleton

Club Captain:  

Email:           clubcaptain@nsscc.com.au 

Howard Grove

Club Treasurer:          Robert Edwards 

Email:            treasurer@nsscc.com.au 

Ph: 

Secretary:   

Email:             secretary@nsscc.com.au 

Ph:             0410 892 292

James Stroud

Wheelspin Editor:

Email:                      wheelspin@nsscc.com.au 

Ph:             0410 892 292

James Stroud

Committee Members: 

  

CAMS Delegate:  Jon Thomson

Robert Edwards

Howard Grove Brett MiddletonJon Thomson

James Stroud
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